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in the morning. There was still a good deal to finish but the machine
now started working as soon as it was touched and the copies were
despatched in time. This enterprise ensured regularity of the paper
and created self-reliance in the Phoenix workers. For some time the
use of the engine was deliberately given up and the press was worked
with hand power only.
In the initial stages all the settlers had to keep late hours before the
day of publication. Every one, young and old, had to help in folding
the sheets and despatching them. Though there were regular paid
compositors, every member of the settlement learnt the tedious work
of type-setting. Gandhi tried his hand at it. Maganlal mastered type-
setting and quickly learnt all the other branches of press-work.
The settlers of Phoenix were divided into two classes, the "sche-
mers" and the paid workers. The "schemers" had to make a living by
manual labour. They were given three acres each round the press.
No land was fenced in and paths and narrow roads divided one hold-
ing from another. The original idea was to build mud huts thatched
with straw or small brick houses, such as would become small
peasants. But due to lack of funds, structures of corrugated iron were
erected by the settlers. If any member vacated his house or holding,
it was not sold but passed to another member. The original members
of the settlement comprised a small group of Indian and European
idealists. The colony was to be as much as possible self-supporting
and life's material requirements were to be reduced to a minimum.
Beyond the settlement no buildings were to be seen except a few
small Zulu farm huts about two miles away. Between the settlement
and the railway station was a big sugar estate covering thousands of
acres. Apart from a miserable little general store, a short distance
from the railway station, there was no shopping convenience and all
articles had to be procured from Durban.
Within a couple of months eight dwellings built of corrugated iron
with rough wooden supports were ready. Gandhi's quarters were no
different from the others, except that they were larger. They consisted
of a big room, which served as a living and dining-room, two small
bedrooms, a small kitchen and a primitive bathroom. The fittings of
the bathroom were ingenious. A good-sized hole was made in the iron
roof, a garden watering-can was balanced on a piece of wood and to
the can was attached a piece of cord. One could get a shower-bath by
standing under the hole and pulling the cordi On the roof of Gandhi's

